
Rivergrove Testimony regarding Boat Ramp Aug 20 . 2018  

[1] I applaud the public process for bringing the issues to the attention of the city council. However, I find 
the backdoor way that the concerns of a very few homeowners side swiped our very open and efficient 
Rivergrove political process offensive. This should never have gotten to this level of distortion.  

[2] I think the residents need to recognize that the boat ramp is a ‘public’ access conveyance with a multi 
decade history of use. Considering how long it has been a part of the city it is concerning that local 
homeowners are not aware of how important it is for people making decisions to live here. Or how we, the 
city, have taken it to heart to reduce the public exposure to the fact it is a public access ramp.  

[3] As a former city councilor I helped push forward a new gate and made suggestions as to its use to 
reduce late night use of the boat ramp which has worked.  

[4] The appalling obfuscation by Arne Nyberg’s own laurels/bushes and the bushes on the left as well, I 
believe is deliberate. Allowing a canopy and infringement that narrows the perceived width of the whole 
drive down and back could cause accidents to vehicles & the people that may be on foot or in the said 
vehicles. The city ignoring the maintenance of this area is not helping the attitude that the owners on either 
side and others think this is a ‘private area. This must stop. There needs to be standard clearance 
maintained and signage that is not mute as to what this drive is.   

This is inappropriate for a city councilor (whether by deliberate or other inaction) to do this even if 
annoyed by the users of the ramp area. Last week I drove right past the boat ramp and had to back up to 
see it. Not only did I not see any boats or trailers parked late on a beautiful summer Saturday 
afternoon I did see signage regarding another boat access in Tualatin that I think is inappropriate and as 
well as the mention on said signage of bathroom facilities in those other places. It is obvious there are no 
facilities here and to me it is implying the boat ramp is CLOSED.  Only signage provided and approved 
by the city council should be posted on the gate / access area.  If this is city signage I think it 
needs to be changed and if private signage needs to be stopped!   

[5] This issue seems to be fueled by a few people, that for real or imagine reasons, think the river is theirs 
and the boat ramp an infringement on their property rights. These owners have direct access to the river 
that most area people do not have. The reason the public has this access is to enhance the use of 
recreational activities. We do not have to beat a dead horse on the idea that the public using nature to 
enhance their lives is a powerful tool that also encourages conservation. Rivergrove needs to do its fair 
share of education and recreational access as all cities do along the Tualatin River and other public water 
ways in Oregon. We are a city with responsibilities just like Lake Oswego, West Linn and Tualatin and as 
such we are impacted by Metro’s goals. We do not need Metro imposing more recreational access 
requirements so we cannot be seen to be diminishing one of the few tools we have to keep Metro at bay. 
In this case the boat ramp. PLUS It is not the area residents problem that people chose to own property 
next to the boat ramp. Buyer beware is a term that all of us understand. It is obvious that a 
permanent dock driveway exists.  

[6] This known given is totally unlike what allot of us owners who have had empty lots right next to and 
across from us turned into subdivisions. Growth happens. We all benefit with great new neighbors. But 
noise increases along with foot traffic and cars. It is a consequence of change.  Move if you do not like 
it.  Many have and will. Put in sound control glass in your windows as I did which made what was totally 
annoying 20 years ago, go away. 

     However, that aside I do not find the complaints justified enough to change any hours or 

policies regarding usage or hours.     Thanks   Mary  ~ resident since 1991 ~  

Mary D. Mann 5215 Childs Road, Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035  



 
 


